
 A Conspiracy of Competence
“sTEm-driven Emergent capabilities will define U.S.
  industrial competitiveness and America’s place in the
  world. Productively accepting and adapting to a sTEm-

driven Emergence will be the primary private-
sector workforce’s survive-and-

thrive skill.” – JMC

GLOSSARY
School STEM: Conventional Discipline Classes
in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.
Provides jobs for teachers, none of whom are
tech-trainable or SciTech employable.

SciTech sTEm: Describes the science-based
conspiracy against unnecessary and/or inept
labor. Builds technology that improves human
Productivity.

SciTechPREP: Introduces students to the
machinations of sTem, and Contextual
Thinking and Conceptual Thinking.

sTEm-Tech = the capabilities, skills, and
techniques involved in the production
of technology-based Products, Services
and Systems.

sTEm-Tech Aptitude Testing:
Identifies and measures an individual’s
physiological capabilities and com-
petencies as they apply to being
Tech-trainable and moving up the
Tech-Professional career ladder.

Tech-Trainable: Having the capabilities
and competencies necessary to become
gainfully employed by a SciTech-driven
company.

Tech-Trainable Certificate: Includes the
holder’s sTem-Tech Aptitude Test score which
testifies to holder’s comparable Conceptual
Thinking, workflow integration capabilities
and␣ potential for promotion.

SciTech-driven Industries, in which there is a
massive shortage of entry-level, tech-trainable
candidates, include Manufacturing Engineering,
Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Computer
Integrated Manufacturing, Technicians, and
Specialists (NAICS: SOCs: 11:3020–19:4000)
Jobs are available NOW. Compensation is several
times higher than retail, hospitality ad clerical.

Scholastic       Engineering
Presented by:

www.SciTechPREP.com

SciTech will be the “generator”
— of well-paying, jobs-with-a-future in the

sTem-Tech-driven, value-based, global
marketplace of the 21st Century.

The driving force in Silicon Valley —

we4C & iCan Compete
Contextualize + Collaborate + Corroborate + Coordinate & Implement
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sTEm drives the Right-brain’s world of — “managing to get things done”
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“…secure the Blessings 
of Liberty, to ourselves 

and our Posterity”

Science describes Nature’s World 
and how its environs and environ-
ments interact.

Scientific Schooling requires in-depth 
knowledge and understanding of 
the Principles of Human Growth and 
Development, the Human Physique, 
Physiology, Kinesiology and Health.

Medicine testifies to the form, function 
and operation of the human body.

echnology
     Uses scientific “Principles” to engineer 
      solutions that make progress and cents.

science Engineering mathematics
Engineering organizes and connects 
the contributing components of a
structure into a functional “whole”.

Structural Engineering organizes 
physical world components via 
Science, Mathematics, and MBO.

Scholastic Engineering organizes human 
learning/thinking behavior — using Game 
Theory and MBO-based Critical Paths —
generating tech-trainable graduates. (Game 
Theory has contributed to nine Nobel Prizes.)

Mathematics uses the language of 
Nature’s Laws and arithmetic to 
describe — how “What is” can be
converted into “What can be”. 

Arithmetic is the collaborative 
component of Mathematics 
that executes formulas and
describes results. 

sTEm
Describes the process used when creating 
                 productive innovation and invention…

SciTech’s 

= What Is!

= What Can Be!

= How-to convert “What Is” 
into “What Can Be”!
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